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Electronic Controlled Dial 

System overview 
The system totally replace the mechanic transmission between dial and cylinder. Dial and related parts 
are controlled by a servomotor “logically connected”, through a special driver, to the cylinder movement. 
Cylinder position is acquired from the standard main motor transducer always mounted and is replicated 
by the new dial motor. 
 

 
 

Advantages of a full electronic control are: 
 
 

� Overall costs reduction 
� Faster and easy dial phasing (during the factory assembly and on 

site revision) 
� Possibility to stop the scissor and dial group during any working 

phase of the sock  
� Control of cutting length of the color yarns 
� Simple kinematic chain reduce machine friction and energy 

wasting in gearing 
 

System description 
System is proposed in two versions with different dial motors and kinematic. Each solution have a brushless 
servomotor for cylinder running with high efficiency for energy saving (typical: 1,5Kw; 8 Nm). The first proposed 
solution (in the middle of sketch) uses a flat brushless servomotor (pancake type, no gear) for the dial direct drive 
and a dual channel driver for dial and cylinder control.  
The second solution (in the right of sketch) uses a cheaper standard brushless motor with belt and pulleys between 
motor and dial (usually a 1:2-1:3 ratio). In this case the cylinder motor is powered by a standard Signal driver and 
the dial by an additional cheap brushless driver electronically linked to the cylinder one. This second solution could 
also be a simple add-on to a standard machine. 
In any case and also during coasting (e.g. in case of black out) the correct phase between dial and cylinder is 
guaranteed. 
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